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By ERIN SHEA

Chanel and Christian Dior are leveraging their new advertising campaigns in the July
issue of Condé Nast’s Tatler by featuring them along with jewelry and fragrance pages.

The 180-page issue contains many new ads from luxury brands that are looking to stay
relevant and interesting to Tatler's elite readers. By placing multiple pages of ads one
after another, brands are able to show off different collections and make an impact on
target consumers.

“Everyone is familiar with the adage ‘first impressions are lasting impressions’ and not
surprisingly, this holds true for this strategy,” said Courtney Albert, management
consultant at Parker Avery Group, Atlanta.

“The first front pages are the most sought out among advertisers because these are the first
images and messages the reader encounters,” she said.

“Additionally, by having one or two brands dominate this section, they will make a
stronger - and and lasting - impression compared to other featured brands.”

Ms. Albert is  not affiliated with Tatler, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Tatler, which declined to comment directly, has a total readership of 158,000 adults with a
median age of 46 and an average household income of approximately $179,726.

Making a mark
Chanel takes the inside-front cover with a tri-fold ad for its jewelry collection.

Chanel tri-fold ad

The trifold ad is followed by four pages of Dior ads that show off a new side to the brand
to gain reader recognition.

Dior ad

Next, Chanel takes six pages of ads that show its fall womenwear. Then, it takes another
two pages for its La Montre Premiere watch.
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Chanel ad

Other front-of-book advertisers are De Beers, Dolce & Gabbana, Cartier, T iffany & Co. and
Louis Vuitton.

Dolce & Gabbana

Immediately following both pages of the table of contents, Dior placed two spreads - one
for its timepieces and the other for its J’Adore Dior fragrance.
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Dior watch ad

Brands that have ads between front-of-book content pages include Bulgari, Van Cleef &
Arpels, Piaget, Asprey, Chatila, Jaguar and Mandarin Oriental.

Piaget ad

Feature stories in this issue of Tatler cover the making of a great British scandal, a fashion
spread with up-and-coming British models, an entire section devoted to beauty rituals and
products, an inside look at the home of the Earl and Countess of Derby and an overview
of social happenings.

Dior takes the back cover of the issue with an ad for its La Rose Dior Bagatelle collection.
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Dior back cover

Luxury advertisers such as Chanel and Dior continue to advertise in Tatler because of its
focus on the luxury lifestyle.

“The primary motivations for a luxury brand to advertise in Tatler are the reader
demographics and editorial content,” Ms. Albert said.

“The magazine focuses on high society, along with fashion and luxury,” she said. “Also,
the average reader household income is staggeringly higher than comparable
publications.”

Power players
Both Chanel and Dior have recently had a strong advertising presence in other
magazines.

For instance, the brands placed advertisements in the 152-page June issue of Condé Nast’s
Vanity Fair. Overall, the magazine contains ads from fashion brands that are pushing
watches or fragrances to keep the publication’s affluent audience interested in their
brands (see story).

Meanwhile, many high-end beauty brands took out advertisements in the May issue of
Condé Nast’s Vogue, but Chanel’s placement sticks out among the rest. With so many
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fragrance and lifestyle placements, advertisers need to find a way to stand out in large
magazines such as Vogue (see story).

Chanel and Dior are continuing their streak with their new Tatler placements that show
what is to come for fall.

“Ideally, every season's ads should change with an overarching story, theme or feeling
connecting them throughout the year,” Ms. Albert said.

“Usually this is accomplished by featuring the same models, but with with different styling
or using the same photographer throughout the campaign,” she said.

“However, I think most brands know that once the audience becomes too comfortable
with the campaign, it is  time to change it up while maintaining brand specific elements.”

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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